Fluency X-Complete delivers managed security for all the places your data lives. Companies are struggling with security for a remote workforce. Issues such as VPN performance, cloud services, personal mobile devices, and home system use, are exposing new risks and productivity impacts. Office desktop support cannot respond to systems in remote locations. The switch away from office networks creates a risk gap in response capability, technical solutions and personnel expertise.

X-Complete extends endpoint detection and response (EDR) to include the cloud and network awareness. The result is a complete managed solution providing unmatched remote security and response.

Endpoint security is extended with:

- 24 Hour Monitoring and Response
- 90 days audit retention
- Enhanced EDR Telemetry Behavioral Analytics
- Active Directory Monitoring and Alerting
- Office 365 & G-Suites Protection and Monitoring
- E-Mail Protection and Monitoring

As a 7x24 monitored solution, the expertise on operations and response are included in a simple to control per seat offering.

Stop Ransomeware

 Companies are struggling with the problem of ransomware. Users continue to bridge the gap between “personal” and “company” devices, and BYOD policies make accessing all kinds of data from any device a reality. Using high-fidelity streaming telemetry combined with a sophisticated behavioral analysis engine, we are able to detect ransomware in its earliest stages ensuring you have time to contain it. SentinelOne is the first and only “Next Generation” Endpoint Protection Platform (EPP) that successfully detects and prevents ransomware-based attacks.

SentinelOne’s EPP uses a groundbreaking Predictive Execution Inspection Engine that goes beyond file-based analysis – even mathematical algorithmic analysis – that observes the actual execution of every system process or thread, in real-time.
Secure the Hybrid Workforce

A hybrid workforce uses an infrastructure, not a network. For the past decade, old school security professionals have been fighting a losing battle of trying to secure the desktop by using the network. Security solutions continue to route spoke-and-hub through firewalls, use in-the-cloud proxies and security information event management (SIEM) solutions that see the world as network connections.

The truth is that your corporate assets are no longer a network, but an infrastructure. Seeing it that way allows you to protect the endpoints with EDR, leverage cloud services, and support your systems remotely. Fluency’s X-SIEM and X-Complete architectures are designed to operate in a hybrid workforce. Behavioral Analytics correlate and alert by assets and users, not IP addresses. EDR telemetry data is used to fill the gaps of missing network data. And costing is per agent, so it is aligned with the same costing model as other hybrid workforce products.

Simple Deployment

Upon activation a company will be provided access to the SentinelOne portal allowing agent deployment and visibility. Emails with download links are provided to the users, and a simple click and install process adds the system. Behind the scene, streaming hooks are added in the cloud that provided the managed service additional telemetry and host data for behavioral analysis.

The managed service then uses existing cloud API reserves to gain access to corporate logs for services outside the vision of the user’s system. These are sources like Office365 and G-Suite. Information is collected from any traditional network devices such as domain controllers and firewalls.

Simple Pricing

X-Complete is delivered in a per agent basis as a pre-bundled solution. There is no calculation of how many events-per-second or maximum gigabytes of logs allowed. Costs are predictable and controllable. X-Complete costs less than Office365 per seat, and yet comes as a managed services with expertise and defined processes. Agents can be moved without repurchase. For those needing protection for mobile devices CheckPoint Sandblast Mobile is our preferred choice and is available at a low monthly cost.

About Fluency

Fluency's goal is to augment and improve our clients' business security posture without incurring information overload. Our success is attributable to our unrelenting focus on client needs, satisfaction and security. Fluency continues to innovate, enhance client workflows, and address the demand for more timely and efficient security operations. Fluency is the only log manager that is focused on ground truth and fusing related data – harnessing streaming live data to perform real-time threat analysis and analytics to reduce overall dwell time and reduce business risk.